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This article discusses experiences and lessons learned from the design of an open hypermedla sVstem. one that Integrates
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No hypermedia system to OUTknowledge meeb these requirements on the
platfomu we need to support. Having
to build our own, we nonetheless
wanted LObenefit fmm the experience
and expertise of past and present
hypermedia
designers. Thus, we
decided to “se the Dcxfer H@rtcxt
Refrcnce Model 19, IO] (called Dexter
throughout this article) as “UT platform. Dexter attempts to capture the
best d&g” ideas fmm a group of
‘classic” hypertext systems, in a single
overarchtng data and process model.
Although these systems have d&ring
design goals and address a variety of
application areas, Dexter managed to
combine and generalize many of their
best feamres.
We took the Dexter reference
model as the starting point and turned
it into a” object-oriented design and
prototype
i”lpleme”tatio”
(called
DeVise hypermedia. or ‘DHM”), inning on the Apple Macintosh. As a
pmgramning envirmunent, we chose
the Mjelner Beta System supporting
the object-oriented programming Ia”
guage BETA [ 131. The Mjslner Beta
System includes a” object-oriented
database [II], in which our hypeme
dia sbuctues are stored. Among the

SVSTEM
media supported by DHM are text,
graphics, and video, using a styled
text editor, a simple drawing editor,
and a QuickTime
movie player,
respectively. DHM also supports link
and atomic component browser cornposit+ and a composite to captwe
screen co”ftguratio”s of open compo
nents (modeled on the NoteCards
TableTOp[IS]). In addition to travers
ing links (including
multiheaded
ones), users can edit link end points
“sing a graphical interface. Components can also be retrieved and presented via tide search. Dexter’s model
of anchoring is extended to include a
distinction
between
marked and
unmarked anchors. Finally, in contrast
to Dexter, DHM explicitly supports
dangling links.
I” short, our attempt to directly
“implement” Dexter was largely successful. We were surprised at the
robustness of the resulting design-it
met several of our goals not explicitly
identiGed in the Dexter paper. At the
same time, we uncovered holes in the
model, areas where further develop
ment is needed. For sane of these, we
now feel prepared to ofler proposals
for other hypermedia designers.
This article briefly reviews the

Dexter model before discussing our
experiences in applying iL Our focus
here is on links, anchors, composttes
and cross-layer interfaces. For each of
these, we canment on the utility and
applicability of Dexter, identify the
implementation choices made in “UT
prototype, and make recommendations for designers of fuhlre systems
and standards. We close with research
issues and open questions.
me Dexter Mo4el
The Dexter Hypertext Reference
Model 19, IO] separates a hypertext
system into three layers with weudefined interfaces (see Fig-we I). The
SlOnrgc layer captllres the persistent,
storable objects making up the hypertext which consists of a set of compe
nents. Comfincti is the basic object
provided in the storage layer. As
shown in Figure 2, the component
includes a calenti
specificatim, a
genera-purpose set of nltribuh, apresenfation spccificarion and a set of
anchors. The nromic cmnponcn6 is a”
abstraction replacing the widely used
but weakly defined concept of ‘node’
in a hypertext. Composi& cmn@ncti
provide a hierarchical shwhuing
mechanism. The contents of a link

